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when kate arrives at the lorelei rock, she discovers that the place has been destroyed, and that all of her grandfather's research material is gone. upon a search of the site, she is ambushed by a man and two animals (one of which is a dog), whom she calls zack and rafi. zack is a gimp holding a bloody sword, and rafi is a hyena. through their dialogue, kate learns that her grandfather was a madman and that he now lives inside a nearby mountain with his new companion, one of his own creations. even though the two speak in an antiquated form of german, kate can understand them. they lead her inside the mountain, where she finds a human skeleton, headless and beheaded, with a pile of gold coins at its feet. zack explains the events that led to the destruction of the place. shortly after, the three monsters attack and escape into the nearby swamp.
kate is captured by the attackers and forced to watch as they prepare for a ritual sacrifice that begins with an offering of a golden cat. kate manages to distract the monsters enough for the cat to grab them. after the three are captured, they are chained to a nearby stump. posing as the three monsters, kate opens the mouth of the skull containing the skeleton. the banded skeleton says that she was his love, that they were going on a trip together, and wishes her a safe return home. however, it cannot tell her where her grandfather is, and kate realizes he has been trapped. after reaching the old man's secret hideaway, kate attempts to contact the lorelei rock to find out what happened to her grandfather. however, as she reaches the lorelei rock, she realises that it has been turned into a tourist attraction, complete with a fake waterfall and fake cave.
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